Plant Assesessment for
Combined Cycle Power Pants
Helping our gas turbine power plant customers achieve their business and
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profitability objectives is why PSM exists. This is achieved by delivering service
solutions that enhance the reliability and operational flexibility of their assets.

www.psm.com

The competitive power generation market drives power plant operators to increase output, improve
heat rate and lower operational costs. Enhancements and upgrades of the original design
equipment are typically implemented to accomplish these goals. Consideration of the power plant
as a system is critical when making decisions to invest in performance upgrades.

Why is a Plant Assessment needed for your assets?
Equipment upgrades can have a significant impact on assets in the power plant, including gas
turbines, steam turbines, generators, heat recovery steam generators, emission control systems
and balance of plant equipment. An integrated assessment of critical power plant components
and systems provides:
+ Comparison between design and upgraded performance
+ Knowledge of equipment limitations and solutions
+ Guidance for operational improvements
+ Evaluation of emissions compliance and other regulatory concerns

The Proven Alternative
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BENEFITS
A PSM Plant Assessment provides the knowledge to:
+ Ensure equipment and systems are compatible with
proposed upgrades
+ Maximize asset potential
+ Assess real-time condition & performance
+ Increase operational flexibility
+ Forecast life expectancy
+ Manage emissions profile

Summary of Plant Assessment Features
COMPONENT EVALUATION

MODELING & ANALYSIS

PLANT ASSESSMENT REPORT

Gas Turbine

PSM can perform a detailed analysis of the
power plant for multiple operational and
ambient
conditions.
The
following
considerations are taken into account:

The plant assessment report provides the
following evaluations:

+ Original design and upgraded heat
balances

+ Emissions summary and environmental
impact

+ Model calibration to as-is equipment
condition

+ Equipment and operational limitations/
recommendations

+ OEM and model-based upgrade potential
for major equipment

+ Business case development support

+ PSM upgrade applications
+ Output and efficiency gains
+ Exhaust flow and temperature
Heat Recovery Steam Generator
+ Pressure part design limits
+ Flow accelerated corrosion areas
+ Capacity of attemperators
Steam Turbine
+ Steam path analysis
+ Thermal and mechanical stress limits

+ Current vs. upgraded plant thermal
performance

+ Balance of plant systems and components
capability

+ Output and efficiency gains
Generator
+ Operation during maximum output
+ Capability curves and cooling limitations
+ Magnetic saturation limits
Balance of Plant
+ Performance of environmental controls
+
Capacity of control valves, pumps, heat
exchangers & safety valves

ASSESSMENT
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Contact a PSM Sales Representative for additional information.
Phone: +1 561 354-1161
Email: sales@psm.ansaldoenergia.com
www.psm.com
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